SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 25 October 2018

Weather:  
Weather conditions, overcast, winds 0 knots, temperature high -11°C,

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling,
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

Drill Team
• Driver training completed.
• ASC has started building temporary C&C for SALSA, Graham Roberts Lead for C&C helped with layout of modifications

SCINI
• Started assembly of SCINI
• Completed drivers training
• BFC items for sea ice test received
• Work continues on control boards.
  Remote programing session with John Winans

SALSA Cargo: WHOI winch delivered from cargo to Crary
SCINI Cargo: Last of SCINI cargo received

Notes: McMurdo is still catching up from the storm but the traverse team is making good headway getting sleds moved to the SPOTSA

Report by Dennis Duling
Woods Hole (WHOI) Winch
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